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countries of European Union.

The emergency preparedness is verified by various types emergency exercises at national as well as
international level.

In order to achieve higher level of emergency preparedness the effort made by the UJD is not only to gain
but also to share the knowledge and experience to these that only built their emergency response centres.
Therefore the UJD invites the workers of other regulatory authorities for short scientific visits or, on the
contrary, the members of emergency headquarters train the workers of emergency headquarters of other
countries. It can be considered as a significant expression of confidence and at the same time the
appreciation of the IAEA of quality of results achieved and acceptance of qualification and high level
professional level of the UJD staff.
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Nuclear maximarathon ... already a legend!
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Since 1996, currently in May, the NucWorkers are running a 350 km length MaxiMarathon, somewhere
in Europe. Those runners, ambassadors for their colleagues of nuclear industry, want remind to the public
and to the decision makers the many advantages, for the environment protection, jobs creation and
energetic independence of nuclear energy.

The target of this event is the media, and, via the media, public opinion, a target that is hard to reach. The
objective is very clear: to convert an event, which conveys a positive image of the nuclear industry, its
workers, skills and job opportunities into a media success.

Public opinion must realise that behind the design, building, operation and maintenance of all nuclear
industry installations are men and women who take pride in their technical and industrial achievements,
assume the responsibility for them, there are competent and serious women and men, and deserve to be
trusted. The involvement in the job of regaining public sympathy is essential. Nuclear professionals are
strong because they are the men and women who produce nuclear energy day to days, who build its
success and who assume the risks. The credibility of nuclear professionals in the public eye is intact. This
is why this involvement in the fight to win back public opinion is essential.

For too long, nuclear industry professionals have failed to respond to the constant onslaught on their
industry by the sensationalist media. This must change, but their reaction must be calm, peaceful yet
forceful. The aim of the event, presenting nuclear people in a sporting context, with a strongly positive
connotation, is to modify the negative image that the media too often give of the nuclear industry. This
event should also demonstrate to the policy-makers that the NucWorkers represent a resource and a will
with which they have to reckon, as it is the practice in every modern democracy.

In 2001, over 1000 athletes, all of them nuclear industry workers, have arranged to meet to run from
Smolensk to Moscow, relaying each other over the total distance of 350 km (215 miles). By undertaking
this sporting endeavour the world's nuclear industry workers will be ambassadors bearing a message of
peace and harmony, of technical progress shared by all, of the success of the nuclear power industry. The
message is also a reminder of the multiple advantages of nuclear energy in terms of environmental
protection, job creation, and the satisfaction of the world's energy requirements.

Since 1996, Nuclear Maximarathons were run in the following countries :
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1996 : Paris Brussels (France and Belgium)
1997 : Paris Brussels (France and Belgium)
1998 : Budapest (Hungary)-Mochovce NPP-Bohunice NPP (Slovakia) - Dukovany NPP (Czech Rep) -

Vienna (Austria)
1999 : Constanca - Bucharest (Rumania)
2000 : Stuttgart - Munich (Germany)
2001 : Smolensk NPP - Moscow
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Innumerable treasures of the Zheleznaya Mountain
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Production of "TV-100" TV studio of Corporate Media Center of Atominform Institute,
Producer Eduard Filat'ev, Russia, December, 2000

In 2000 in Russia one of sharp problems, concerning a public, was the problem of importation of the
foreign irradiated nuclear fuel (INF), unloaded from atomic power stations, on long-term storage (with its
possible reprocessing in the future). The problem was, that, not looking on availability for Russia of
major practical experience and most advanced technologies, economic, social and ecological validity of
sharing of the Russian nuclear enterprises in the international market of a storage and reprocessing INF,
the importation foreign INF required change of the current Russian legislation. It insufficiently legibly
defined state policy in the field of the management with INF.

With the initiative of change of the current legislation in 1999 the group of the deputies of State Duma
(SD) has acted. However this initiative has not found broad support both among the deputies and the
public. In this connection in 2000 the broad PR campaign to provide an explanation of necessity of the
legislative solution of all problems of the management with INF, including possibility of importation for
long-term storage foreign INF, was conducted. The basic purpose of this company was to bring to
Russian public, authority bodies an economic feasibility, ecological safety of a storage and reprocessing
INF at the Russian nuclear enterprises.

Video film "Innumerable Treasures of the Zheleznaya Mountain " tells about one of PR - shares of this
company, namely, about trip of the group of the deputies on Mining Chemical Combine (MCC), city
Zheleznogorsk (former Krasnoyarsk - 26). On this trip the deputies could personally on site acquaint with
modern technologies of storage and reprocessing INF, ecological safety and economic efficiency. For
many from the deputies this visit on MCC was the first visit on the Russian nuclear complex enterprise.
Plants of MCC itself, the acting INF depository, laid up construction of the PT-2 plant on processing INF
are widely presented in the video. In numerous meetings with the deputies the MCC experts in simple,
clear language immediately on technological installations explain significance of manufacturing
processes, their ecological safety. Views of industrial plant of MCC, arranged deeply within the
Zheleznaya mountain (whence and the video title), are of interest for the broad public.

The film was exhibited on regional TV channels in 27 cities, in which one the major nuclear enterprises
of Russia are located. According to local studios it was scanned some by millions persons. Besides the
copies of video were handed to all deputies of State Duma (450 copies).

As a whole the major PR program, one of part of which is this video film, was successful. The state
Duma of December 21, 2000 has accepted the indispensable corrections to a number of the laws of
Russian Federation in the first reading.
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